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Reader Reviews
Never have I been so moved or read something
so raw, so poignant, so powerful, so intimate and
so deeply, deeply revealing. There is a great gift
in the experiences revealed within these pages...
a gift of transmission from one with the strength
to take on these experiences so that others may
benefit.
As I began to read this notebook I was instantly
transported into the jail cell with Ananta and felt
the raw emotions and realizations of a budding
Tantric Master… an amazing and deeply moving,
deeply contemplative reading experience!
I have no doubt that the experiences within these
pages can help you, the reader — if you are ready
to be open and honest with yourself — to help
find what is True within you, for you. Where have
you suffered? Where have you let yourself down?
Where have you loved? Have you loved yourself?
How have you allowed your mind to sabotage
you? Through what experiences has Life led you
to bring you to this moment?
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This is a deeply touching and rare book… truly
one of a kind… just like the amazing Being that
lived through these profound experiences to
write this journal.
Jo-Ann Chinn
Canada
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Ananta's diary of the beginning of her "dark night
of the soul" shows that clarity of her “knowing”.
She dives deep into the understanding of what is
happening to her “soul” and her mind, from the
observer viewpoint. When the “poor me” shows
its head she is able to step back and see what is
happening. The compassion and insight she has
for others during this process comes from the
deep knowing of who she truly is. A wonderful
insight and extraordinary transmission of what it
truly means to be free.
Lawrence Solomons
United Kingdom
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It has touched me deeply to be given the
opportunity of a glimpse into these vulnerable
places in Ananta’s life. To have a teacher who is
willing to bare her soul including all the human
experience is a rare gift. I feel this invites and
allows me to accept all these places within me
too.
Anyone who is daring enough to go deep and
feel all that is hidden within them, will find this
book inspiring and hope filled. Every emotion,
every moment of confusion and moment of
realisation I could recognise deeply inside
myself, which really shows that like Ananta says
we are all same, same but different.
This book really gave me permission to relax in
amongst the chaos of awakening. It showed the
play of the awakening mind questioning itself
and questioning life. It confirmed to me that the
intelligence of Life is always leading me to where
will serve me best, to clear me out and make me
a space for truth and love.
That once you are committed to Truth as Ananta
is and has always been, that life makes
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awakening the priority and that might not always
look pretty or be comfortable.
The strength of love and truth as the container
that is holding this awakening and healing is ever
present through this book. For me is showed how
we are never alone in this journey, we are all held
by Love and being remade by Love. All that is
asked is for Trust, Ananta is an inspiration, for no
matter what is happening on the surface, trust in
the deepest knowing will guide us home.
Deva Yasmin
United Kingdom
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A young woman, passionate for freedom and
love, is suddenly stripped off of all she was living
for.
A couple of twists in the course of her life, almost
the second as the effect of the previous one, and
there she is, filling this notebook that defied time
to reappear 24 years later, as if by chance, yet
one thing to learn from it is that nothing happens
by chance.
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A book from her beloved guide in this totally
upside down condition becomes the only source
of some spiritual solace, together with hearing
the birds, watching the green of some distant
tree from a confinement cell.
Soon you are struck with an Osho sentence: to
go to heaven you must first go through hell. It's
Dante's journey we all have to have.
And there is the hell of a trial in Japan, not the
Japan of bows and smiles, but the hidden Japan
of absurdly strict rules and merciless conditions
for a prisoner in a provisional jail, waiting for a
sentence.
You are taken on a roller-coaster of emotions,
feelings, thoughts, memories to the minutest
detail, hopes and fears, dreams, and also
relationships that still go on in some way, calling
for one and one thing only: love and tenderness.
A young soul is laid bare in these notes, with
keen lucidity and deep truths that come at a cost
of endless tears, and nothing can resist the waves
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of inner changes happening all the time, day by
day, hour by hour.
And in the end, when the young women leaves
for her destination to a real jail, the final gift and
warning, even if it goes unsaid: the real prison is
your mind.
And you know that Ananta is going to her call for
the most paradoxical liberation: freedom and
awakening behind bars.
Thanks to all this she's now a unique voice, clear
and unwavering, soft yet uncompromising in our
spiritual world.
Looking like the woman next door, caring herself
for an elderly dad, yet one, maybe the one
woman, who can point to you where to look for
your true nature, your true Self.
Michele aka Pemashan
Italy
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A Personal Note from Ananta
April 14, 2019
Dear Reader,
I came across this notebook just by chance, sitting in
a box in my Dad’s garden shed while clearing it out,
it had been there over 20 years, almost forgotten,
yet — somehow silently waiting.
Certainly, never was there an idea to share this
notebook publicly with the world. Although I have
always known there is a story or a book to be shared
that comes out of that time, I had no idea it would be
to share the innermost workings of my own mind/
emotional and intimate process. For what?
I started reading it...
I am immediately transported back into that cell, as
clear as yesterday and as alive as Right Now. To my
surprise I can only read a couple of pages at a time
as it's all still so alive in my body... it hits my guts and
turns 'me' inside out.
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As I go through from page to page it feels as if I am
there, except Here 25 years later!
There really truly is No time, it is all Here Now.
I watch as there are sudden moments of deep
release, of spontaneous tears that are clearly held in
the memory body, the organs maybe, I don't know
and I don't need to know — I do know it is powerful
to read this.
This was clearly the beginning of 'The Dark Night of
the Soul' in my own journey.
This is not for the reader who is not willing to go
down the dark alley and face all the feelings that
may be evoked, or to see the ways in which they
distract themselves from meeting these places. Nor
for the one who is not willing to look at themselves.
It is amazing to see the lucidity that was clearly
Present right at the start of, and all the way through
this journey... while going down into the dark
corners, meeting and revealing the unconscious,
and committing to feeling it all totally, while at the
same moment watching it all.
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Perhaps this could be of some support for the One
who may be facing the dark night?
To see that right in the midst of what appears to be
hellish, the light of Awareness still shines... that
everything can and will be taken, except That which
survives it all — to recognise OneSelf, to be the Truth
of that Awareness after all?
To come to recognise the value of a tiny glimpse of
blue sky, one moment of the brush of wind touching
the skin... the gift of being free to walk and smell
fresh air or to exercise, or how much a passing smile
could mean to the one who is in suffering, and most
importantly, the offering of simple kindness of the
heart?
For that reason, as well as it being a true
movement of releasing some energy, it makes it
worthy for me to share.
I feel it is important to clarify that while there is some
kind of releasing taking place in the process of this
sharing that moves by itSelf, that it has nothing to do
with a 'somebody' holding something that needs to
be released in order to be 'more Free‘ — it is simply
Life freeing itSelf, revealing new forms, and I am just
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seeing it happen while Being amazed to see the forms
being taken. Yet, it cannot make 'me' any more Free.
This is a daily account, my handwritten notebook of
the duration of 4 and a half months while awaiting
trial in Japan. Up until the time of being sentenced I
was allowed visits, extra food, letters, books, etc. and
was not forced to work.
Following sentencing, there was no more
communication with anyone through letters (except
family), no notebook that could be brought out —
daily life became working in a factory, serving by
forced labour, under very strict conditions.
During that process of roughly 2 and a half years,
the extremes of suffering and Awakening were part
of daily life.
Perhaps there will be a book to come, written freshly
from Here Now... same moment.
The Gift in all this is, without doubt, what I share Now
with Beings who are ready, those that are being
drawn to Awaken and face it all.
Life itSelf has a way to miraculously provide
everything that's needed in exactly the right moment
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for our best evolution. And so it has happened that a
Being has appeared in 'my life' at this point in the
journey... who out of love, humility and commitment
to Truth makes so many things possible for the
message I now share and in ways that I could not do
alone.
Deep and endless Gratitude, with all my heart, goes
to Jo-Ann Chinn, who in no time at all put this book
together making it possible for you!
I invite you to be total and Present to the movements
inside while reading this...
With deep Love,

Ananta
P.S. Why was I in this situation in the first place?
Well, apart from it being part of the Karmic life path
in which great transformation would take place, I was
arrested for having possession of a large amount of
LSD in my apartment. This was only there 5 days
before I was raided and I will probably never really
know who sent them to my door... except GOD/LIFE
of course!
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Up until that moment in my journey I was living wild
and free, which included exploring 'beyond mind
states' through psychedelics and other mind altering
drugs.
Yet I was in a place of realising a true Spiritual
calling... I had recently taken Sannyas, and a
commitment to a new way of Life. There was a deep
aching and longing for silence.
I had just studied Shiatsu in Brazil and longed to
keep moving into the healing fields and leave the
drug related ways and associations behind, yet part
of my personality was still getting pulled back into
the drug scene.
I felt split. I longed for the freedom to move on in
New ways.
Life brought about a situation where someone had
to leave those goods in my flat, the details are
unimportant, I agreed to it.
There was a knowing right from the moment of
arrest (and even before)... that 'This is the turning
point', and sure enough it was the end, a death, for
that one who lived that way.
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About the Author

Ananta Kranti is an internationally recognised
Spiritual Leader whose unique way of sharing
includes a powerful transmission and the ability to
bring those who sit with her, both in person and
online, into a Direct Experience of their True Nature;
from this place of clear seeing She guides each
Being to an ever deepening embodying of
this realisation.
To learn more about Ananta and her offering go to:

www.ananta-kranti.com
https://www.youtube.com/user/anantakrantiful
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